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his introduction will try to set the stage

attributes, states, and behaviors. A comprehensive

for the subsequent chapters. We first dis

and by no means exhaustive list of adjectives

cuss a few issues related to the measure

includes the following: abstract, accurate, agile,

ment of intelligence before commenting on the

analytic, artistic, astute, attentive, aware, block

understanding of intelligence. We do so because

headed, brainy, bright, broadminded, bubble

intelligence testing has always been a very prag

headed, captivating,

matic job. In an attempt to satisfy the demand for

clumsy,

ability testing, the development, use, and evalua

crafty, creative, cultured, deep, detail-oriented,

complex,

cerebral,

confused,

clever,

clod,

contemplative,

tion of measurement tools has been a focal activ

distractible, ditsy, doddery, doltish, dreamy,

ity of researchers working in the area. In the

dull, flawless, exacting, fanciful,

early years of empirical psychological research,

foolish, foresighted, forgetful, fuddled, gifted,

foolhardy,

the measurement of intelligence was so success

hot-headed, ignorant, imaginative, impercepti

ful, with approaches related to its understanding

ble, imprudent,

so far from being satisfactory, that the latter was

nious,

overly neglected for a long period. Following

instinctive, intellectual, intelligent, introspec

these historical lines, we postpone more recent

tive, intuitive, inventive, jumbled, knowledge

impulsive, inattentive, inge

innovative,

inquisitive,

insightful,

efforts toward the understanding of intelligence

able,

to the end of this introduction.

mental, meticulous, mindless, musical, oafish,

learned, logical, madcap, meditative,

original, perceptive, philosophical, plodding,
poetic, pondering, pragmatic, precise, prudent,

THE MEASUREMENT

OF

INTELLIGENCE

questioning, quick-witted, reasonable, reckless,
refined, responsive, scholarly, shallow, sharp

In English, as in other languages, there is no lack

witted, slow, sly, smart, sophisticated, talented,

of adjectives to describe intelligent activities,

uncreative, uninhibited, unreflective, vigilant,

AUTHORS' NOTE: Cor respondence regarding this chapter should be addressed to Oliver Wilhelm, Department
of Psychology, Humboldt-University, Rudower Chaus see 18, 12489 Berlin, Germany. E-mail: oliver. wilhelm@

rz.hu-berlin.de.
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visionary, well-read, wise, and worldly. These

this is intuitively plausible. Cronbach

are just a

introduced the distinction between measures of

100 of many more adjectives that can

(1949)

be used for self-reports in everyday language as

typical and maximal behavior. The distinction

well as in scientific studies of personality to

between both forms of measurement is strongly

describe some more or less dispositional fea

associated with the content of a measure. We

tures of individuals that somehow have some

usually assess typical behavior with self-reports

thing to do with intelligence.

of preferences and valences. Maximal behavior,

As with many assessment procedures, we

on the other side, is associated with measuring

can use factor analysis and other multivariate

abilities, aptitude, achievement, and proficien

methods to summarize data on such self-reports,

cies. A prototypical measure of maximal behav

and we would likely find various factors we

ior can be characterized by several features. The

might label motor abilities, precision in working

assessed person is aware of the performance

and thinking, knowledge, reasoning, memory,

appraisal and willing to perform as well as he

attention, and the like . Similarly, we can collect

or she can. The standards for evaluating the

self-ratings on abilities by asking respondents

performance of a person are explicit, and the

to provide us with estimates on how well, com

assessed person has to exert effort to succeed

pared to other respondents, they would do on

(see Sackett, Zedeck, & Fogli,

certain tests. We can help respondents provide

lar conceptualization). The pervasive distinction

more accurate estimates by explaining ability

between measures of maximal and measures of

constructs and giving them examples from

typical behavior remains despite attempts to

1988, for a simi

actual ability tests. We can ask respondents

assess constructs from one side of the divide

to provide estimates of how many items of an

with methods from the other side of the divide.

ability test they solved correctly. We can also

There are other fundamental differences

rely on the confidence with which individuals

between measures of maximal and typical

respond to individual items of ability tests

behavior. Once it is ensured that participants are

(Pallier et al.,

2002; Stankov, 2000; Stankov &
Crawford, 1997). We can also ask individuals to

motivated to do well and have understood what

provide us with self-reports about their typical

in the ability domain can be very high. In addi

they are asked to do, precision of measurement

intellectual engagement (Ackerman & Goff,

tion, there is no need to be afraid of faked

1994; Goff &Ackerman, 1992), need for cogni

answers after taking care of routine precautions

tion (Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis,

because you can hardly pretend to be more able

1996), and openness for new ideas (Costa &
McCrae, 1992; Saucier, 1992; Trapnell, 1994).

than you actually are by doing better than you
actually can. On the other hand, the structure of

However, empirical data suggest that none of

self-report measures, as well as their validity

the above approaches provides an acceptable

and vulnerability to artifacts such as response

approximation to the actual intelligence level,

bias, is threatened so strongly that they cannot

as measured by standardized ability tests. The

be applied sensibly for many practical purposes.

correlations of self-reports of intellect, self

Apart from the lack of vulnerability to some

estimates of ability, and confidence ratings for

critical biases, the use of ability, aptitude, and

ability tests and standardized ability tests are

proficiency measures for practically important

usually disappointingly low. Despite our envi

decisions is justified by the abundant evidence

ronment constantly providing us with informa

on the validity and utility of such measures.

tion about what we can accomplish and what we

There can be no serious doubt that ability tests

cannot, humans do poorly when asked to assess

provide incrementally useful information that

how well they do in a broad variety of ability

would improve judgment and decision making.

tests. Apparently, asking for preferences in

Still, ability tests are not used for all decisions in

intellectual engagement, self-ratings of ability,

which they could provide useful information.

or confidence ratings of responses to problems

For example, there are important cultural differ

from intelligence tests does not bridge the gap

ences in the frequency with which ability mea

between putative personality and putative ability

sures are used. These differences are not caused

measures. From a psychometric perspective,

by cultural differences in the validity and utility

Intelligence: A Diva and a Workhorse
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(1949)

of intelligence measures: Those are quite stable.

possible to raise fundamental fairness problems

�en measures of

It is policy to make use of intelligence measures

not only in the case of ability tests (Willingham,

The distinction

for high-stakes decisions in one culture but not

1999) but also for other forms of information

ment is strongly

in another (see Schuler, Frier,

& Kauffmann,

used in high-stakes decisions affecting the lives

ronbach

a measure. We

1993, for a comparison in the personnel selec

of individuals. It is not clear, then, what causes

;vith self-reports

tion context). Leaving the decision uninformed

and maintains the differences across countries

tximal behavior,

about the abilities of those who are the subject

with respect to the use of ability measures in

with measuring

of the decision is likely to be less precise, less

high-stakes decisions.

, and proficien

dependable, subject to more biases, and less

A somehow related problem is the frequency

maximal behav

accurate. Although it may be that cultural and

with which various selection methods are used

ral features. The

social norms and implicit policies place more

and the validity of such measures. Rationally, it

he performance

importance on some aspects of selection than on

is--ceteris paribus-evident that you will want

as well as he

abilities, the utility of information provided by

to use the most valid set of predictors for deci

evaluating the

ability tests can be considered a certainty across

sions you are in charge of. Now, the knowledge

cultures.

of which (set of) predictor(s) is actually going

n

'xplicit, and the
ffort to succeed

It is frequently pointed out that predictions

988, for a simi

based on ability tests do not allow perfect pre

Psychologists around the world have argued and

asive distinction

diction, and it is important to realize that this

literally thousands of studies demonstrate the

to be maximally predictive is no secret science.

md measures of

statement is true and is very likely to stay true

point over and over again: You would not want

1ite attempts to

for a long time to come. Because human behav

to neglect intelligence as a predictor in almost

le of the divide

ior is also affected by such constructs as moti

any selection decision because the validity of

le of the divide.

vation and personality, abilities will never

the prediction is going to be worse than it would

ttal differences

account for all the variance in performance. In

be with consideration of intelligence. Empiri

Lal and typical

addition, to justify using ability measures, one

cally, there is a surprising gap between what

. participants are

should demonstrate that they improve the pre

should be done and what is done (Levy

mderstood what

diction of success, that they cannot be replaced

Leboyer,

of measurement

by other predictors or combinations thereof, that

most countries, most selection decisions are not

-:y high. In addi

the costs are sufficiently smaller than the bene

made using the best predictors for success.

afraid of faked

fits, and that there is no fundamental problem

The most surprising aspect about test use

tine precautions

with fairness in practical applications. Perceived

described above seems to be that no one is too

1994; Schuler et al., 1993). In fact, in

to be more able

fairness of procedures in practical selection con

surprised, worried, or shocked about those facts.

better than you

texts might be the cause for differences in the

We have not heard of initiatives of "Test my

, the structure of

use of psychometric ability measures across cul

kid" in countries where ability testing is not a

lS their validity

tures. If this were true, there should be a wide

default hurdle in access to higher education. Nor

11ch as response

spread belief in Germany-a country in which

have we heard of fan clubs for college admis

that they cannot

ability measures are used rarely for practical

sion tests or similar ability tests in countries

1ctical purposes.

selection-that ability measures are unfair if

where ability testing is a default procedure for

:rability to some

they are used in high-stakes decisions such as

many critical decisions.

:y, aptitude, and

admission to higher education or employment.

From all the individual differences constructs

ically important

Similarly, in a country with intense and frequent

that have been investigated and established

11ndant evidence

use of ability measures for crucial decisions,

within the past

such measures.

such as the United States, there should be a

to intelligence, ability, aptitude, and achieve

that ability tests

widespread belief that using ability is a fair way

ment have a special status. Ability testing is one

nformation that

to assist such decision procedures. Available

of the big success stories of psychology. It is not

lecision making.

evidence suggests that the cultural differences in

so easy to assign credit for "inventing" intelli

100 years; the constructs related

r all decisions in

the evaluation of various selection procedures

gence to patriarchs or leaders in a field of intel

ful information.

either from applicants or jobholders are too

ligence research. There are two famous and

tt cultural differ

small (Marcus,
Steiner

2003; Phillips & Gully, 2002;
& Gilliland, 1996) to account for the

well-acknowledged traditions in intelligence

Lich ability mea

research. First, the methodological innovation

:s are not caused

huge differences in the use of ability tests found

of using the then rather new correlation coeffi

lidity and utility

between cultures. In addition, it is of course

cient to express the association between two
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tests was a brilliant idea. Extending this idea to
tetrad analysis and later to factor analysis is cer
tainly one of the most crucial developments for
psychology as a scientific discipline, and it can
be traced to Charles Spearman most promi
nently. Second, the initial pragmatic use of intel
ligence measures (Binet, 1903) and, only a few
years later, its widespread use as a selection
method in World War I are clearly the other side
of a unique success story. Both traditions later
joined when it came to standardizing the condi
tions of administration and the comparisons of
individual test results with a group of reference
subjects, validating tests by various means,
mostly correlating some test value with some
other test value, and when the demonstration of
utility of measures was warranted.
The successful use of ability tests for many
practical purposes and the lack of unequivocal
guidelines in deriving indicators from a theory
are responsible for the manifold of measures
available today. The number of distinct tasks
thought to elicit responses that allow an evalua
tion of the observed behavior as more or less
intelligent is hard to estimate, but it is high and
rising. Carroll's (1993) review of individual dif
ferences research in intelligence lists and classi
fies a good proportion of tasks proposed so far.
One apparent problem with almost all of those
tasks is that the gap between what the task is
supposed to measure and what it actually mea
sures is not bridged by strict derivation of the
task. For example, specification of the measure
ment intention for a task supposed to measure
mental speed usually leaves countless degrees
of freedom for how exactly the operationaliza
tion takes place. Many of the decisions that need
to be made before having a task that can be used
to assess individuals are likely to affect the indi
vidual differences that can be observed. Thus, it
is not clear what exactly individual differences
on the task reflect. One can then ask, "Speed of
what?" With any individual task, there is thus
always a problem of identifying exactly what
the task actually measures. The approach of
using multiple measures for a construct
certainly is major progress in addressing the
psychometric problems associated with the
use of single indicators. However, analyzing
the communality of several things, all of which
are pretty fuzzy operationalizations of the

constructs they are supposed to reflect, is not a
panacea to the problem of indetermination
raised above. It is that lack of precision in
deriving measures that caused the inflation of
available tasks. As a result, frequently the psy
chological interpretation of the meaning of a
specific test score takes not much more space
than two or three lines. A related problem is that
our interpretation of intelligence constructs, as
assessed by several intelligence tests, frequently
does not go beyond paraphrasing supposed
communality of test content. Although the
mathematics of factor analysis has developed
rapidly and there is decent software widely
available, good factor analysis remains an art
much more than a technology because the
composition and nature of the included variables
are so crucial.

THE UNDERSTANDING OF INTELUGENCE

The rapid development of statistical methods
and the overwhelming demand for the wide
spread use of intelligence tests caused an impor
tant neglect: trying to understand the basic
cognitive mechanisms responsible for the indi
vidual differences we label intelligence. The
initial roots of intelligence research are cogni
tive in nature. Specifically, Ebbinghaus ( 18961897) and, to a lesser degree, Binet and Henry
( 1898) were fundamentally interested in cogni
tive processes and their implications. These
roots were almost completely neglected in the
first eight decades of the 20th century. The
rediscovery of cognition in intelligence research
and the related developments caused a number
of important changes that might not be apparent
to laypersons.
The validity of ability assessment has many
faces. The most prominent examples come from
personnel selection. There are, however, many
more areas in which the assessment of abilities
is a crucial aspect. Granting access to higher
education, college and university admissions,
diagnosis of learning disabilities, diagnosis of
all forms of dementia, identifying intellectual
talent and giftedness, diagnosis of attentional
disorders, and diagnosis of mental retardation
and specific disorders associated with intellec
tual problems are just some of the most

Intelligence: A Diva and a Workhorse
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efforts (Carpenter, Just,
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similar conclusions.
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& Shell, 1990) arrived at

lives.

A larger group of researchers took a more

I the inflation of

Intelligence is a necessary though not sufficient

construct-oriented approach in their attempts to
explain fluid intelligence. Early work on indi

of precision in

of

mental

abilities

throughout

our

:quently the psy

condition for success in school and college.

le meaning of a

Intelligence is the best predictor for success on

vidual differences in working memory demon

mch more space

the job, and it is associated with income, health,

strated a strong link between fluid intelligence

:d problem is that

and instrumental activities of daily living, to

and working memory (Kyllonen

ce constructs, as

name just a few of the abundant correlates.

: tests, frequently

However, all these valuable data do not tell us

mental

rasing supposed

what we do when we behave intelligently, what

differences in working memory have been

t. Although the

is required to solve a specific problem, what

established as a crucial construct of human

s has developed

can be done to do better on some form of prob

intelligence (Conway, Jarrold, Kane, Miyake,

& Towse, in press; Miyake & Shah, 1999). This

& Christal,
1990). Subsequently, in a mixture of experi
and

correlational

work, individual

software widely

lem, what will help to improve some ability,

s remains an art

how our brain operates to solve problems, what

body of research regresses fluid intelligence

•gy because the

processes are accomplished while solving intel

and other intelligence constructs on functions

ncluded variables

ligence problems, what makes a problem harder

of working memory and provides interesting

than another one, what we can accomplish and

evidence about cognitive processes and cogni

TELLIGENCE

why, what makes one individual smart and

tive resources that are fundamental for human

another one not, and many more questions that

intelligence.

directly relate to the cognition involved in abil
ity testing.

The developments we just

sketched for

matrices items can be found for many forms of

1tistical methods

Consider a widely used form of an ability test

traditional intelligence assessment. Categorical

1d for the wide

such as matrices items. This form of test has

syllogisms or relational inferences, for example,

caused an impor

been used for a long time and is highly recom

have a long and scattered history in intelligence

rstand the basic

mended by proponents of a general factor theory

ible for the indi

(Jensen,

intelligence. The

subsumed under the construct of fluid intelli

research, too (Baddeley, 1968; Carter, Kennedy,
& Bittner, 1981; Sternberg, 1980; StOring, 1908;
Werdelin, 1958). We refrain from elaborating

;earch are cogni

gence (Cattell,

1998; Spearman, 1938) but can also be
1963). Spearman ( 1938) thought

on this interesting work and want to briefly

( 1896-

that items of this type required eduction of rela

describe two more very contemporary appro

Binet and Henry

tions and of correlates as pivotal and that the

aches toward the understanding of intelligence.

:erested in cogni

role

prior

The first approach is through recent work on

}lications. These

knowledge-would be minimal. Cattell thought

interference control and behavioral and cogni

neglected in the

that items of this type required dealing with

tive inhibition. The second approach is through

)th century. The

novel situations, although he had some sympa

evidence from

�lligence research

thy for Spearman's notion of eduction. Multi

imaging.

binghaus

of

other

abilities-specifically,

neuropsychology and

brain

caused a number

variate analysis unequivocally demonstrates that

Beginning with task classes well known in

1t not be apparent

items of this type assess something that is at the

cognitive psychology, individual differences

core of established intelligence tests (Carroll,

were investigated in an attempt to find new and
promising constructs of human abilities. Tasks

mples come from

1993; Marshalek, Lohman, & Snow, 1983;
Snow, Kyllonen, & Marshalek, 1984). However,

however, many

despite its widespread use, many things were

require cognitive processes to cope with these

ssment has many
'•

that cause conflicts in the cognitive system and

sment of abilities

unknown about such matrices items a few years

conflicts have been used in several investiga

access to higher

ago. It is in more recent efforts that some deter

tions. The individual differences that can be

rsity admissions,

minants of difficulty have been established

observed with such tasks can be considered to

ies, diagnosis of

(Primi, 2001). Other work on matrices items has

reflect interference control, cognitive inhibition,

fying intellectual

used specific models of item response theory

and behavioral inhibition (Nigg,

;is of attentional

(Embretson,

1995) and provided us with inter

2000). Among

these tasks are the stop-signal paradigm, anti

1ental retardation

pretations of two-person parameters (general

saccadic eye movements, switching a task set,

ted with intellec

control processing and working memory capac

the flancker task, the Stroop test, directed for

le of the most

ity) for such measures. Earlier, more experimental

getting, and proactive interference, to name just
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a few. The results of investigations analyzing

tailored, and the like). More important, however,

individual differences on such tasks have been

the appearance of established intelligence tests

disappointing so far. The observed individual

might change because ordinary intelligence

differences are not very stable across task

tests are hard to develop, and what they assess is

classes, or they are not correlated sufficiently

hard to describe. Forms of assessment that are

with relevant criteria (Friedman & Miyake,

easier to compile (Kyllonen & Irvine, 2002)

2004; Kramer, Humphrey, Larish, Logan, &
Strayer, 1994; Miyake et al., 2000; Salthouse,
Atkinson, & Berish, 2003; Shilling, Chetwynd,
& Rabbitt, 2002). It is hoped that future investi

because determinants of difficulty and other

gations will provide hints for communalities

change substantially over the years because we

among individual differences in coping with

succeed in developing a more profound under

cognitive conflicts, as assessed by various task

standing of constructs such as fluid intelligence,

item statistics are known and subject to experi
mental manipulations might be established.
Similarly, taxonomies of human abilities might

classes. If intelligence research on this topic is

crystallized intelligence, or mental speed. These

successful, we can add an important ability to

efforts are not likely to provide us with tests that

our set of usual suspects in predicting important

beat existing ones hands down. They just

criteria.

replace traditional forms of assessment that had

The second approach focuses on the physio

some basic flaws but many applied victories

logical level. Fundamental changes for intelli

with forms of assessment that are more thor

gence research are likely to emerge from the

oughly developed, psychologically profound,

rapidly developing fields of neuropsychology

but as successful as their ancestors. In the con

and brain imaging. Not only are we likely to

text of this work, it will be desirable to do some

learn more about the neural basis of general

fine-tuning on constructs that count, by and

intelligence (Duncan et al., 2000), but there is

large, as established because not all details of

also neuropsychological evidence about the dis

measurement and interpretation of these con

sociation of more specific abilities (e.g., Awh

structs are as refined, solid, and profound as

et al., 1996) or on how emotion and cognition

they should be. In our attempts to address these

interact in decision-making tasks (e.g., Sanfey,

and similar issues, we should have clear expec

Rilling, Aronson, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2003).

tations. It is not very likely that we will improve

These new developments will help us to invent

the predictions achieved through the application

more appropriate and correct models of human

of ordinary and available intelligence tests in

intelligence and provide an important addition

many applied settings to a large degree through

to our arsenal of methods to investigate cogni

improving the form of traditional assessment.

tive processes. These methods are likely to be of

Many outstanding psychologists have put a lot

little use for our understanding of intelligence

of effort into establishing what will work in a

unless

certain applied context and what will not. This is

informed

by

psychological

theory.

Without solid psychological theory, there is

not to say that modifying the appearance of

no way to understand cognitive processes. Just

intelligence tests is not worthwhile. We might

recording physiological data that accompany

slightly improve the validity and utility of tradi

some cognitive process will not be instrumentaL

tional intelligence tests, we might improve

We do need psychological theory and a psycho

acceptance in fields where intelligence testing

logical understanding before we can make sense

was not accepted as useful information in deci

of some physiological correlate of intelligence

sion making, and we might have sounder instru

behavior. This objection does not make physio

ments that are easier to develop and maintain.

logical data any less interesting, but we need to
be careful and sensible in their interpretation.

It is also possible that we succeed in devel

oping tests that assess new abilities. There are

It is possible that, in the long run, the appear

several attempts to establish new constructs of

ance of intelligence tests will change sub

intelligence, and they are addressed in various

stantially. This could be attributed to new

chapters of this book. We should be patient and

computerized forms of test presentations and

supportive with such efforts because it is truly

new

difficult to satisfy the necessary requirements

forms of test

compilation (adaptive,
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tportant, however,

before a skeptical crowd of scientists is willing

possible with these new developments. As a

intelligence tests

to accept that there is a new player in the field

consequence, the basic science of cognition and

1ary intelligence

of intelligence. To meet the set of requirements,

the technology of intelligence testing are not

�hat they assess is

we will need to have close collaborations

properly connected-indeed, they have only

sessment that are

between cognitive psychology, differential psy

been connected at their very beginning. The

& Irvine, 2002)

chology, psychometrics, and possibly additional

rediscovery of cognition in intelligence research

)culty and other

disciplines.

is much more than a fashion. Without an

subject to experi-

The various correlates and possible conse

informed cognitive understanding of intelligence

be established.

quences of individual differences in intelligence

as a construct, the technology of intelligence

an abilities might

have provoked many heated debates and intense

testing is going to make little to no progress. On

years because we

political controversies. It is important to note

the other side, testing of cognitive abilities is one

: profound under

that intelligence for its own sake is important

of the most important applied fields for cognitive

fluid intelligence,

enough for what we do, what awareness we

psychology, and the neglect of this aspect is

mtal speed. These

develop, what knowledge we compile, and what

likely to be causal for the lack of implications

�us with tests that

we understand, discover, and create throughout

cognitive psychology has in applied settings.

lown. They just

our lives to justify almost any level of attention

Hence, we would like to encourage psychol

sessment that had

devoted to the construct. It is also important to

ogists with a more psychometric background to

applied victories

realize that the individual differences in intelli

gain some detailed knowledge about the cogni

it are more thor

gence and their relevance do not simply disap

tive processes underlying intelligent behavior.

gically profound,

pear if we remove attention from them. The

Similarly, we would like psychologists with a

�stors. In the con

opposite can be, and frequently is, true. Hence,

more cognitive or experimental background to

;irable to do some

there is a need to deal with causes, conse

make more use of applied knowledge from

it count, by and

quences, and correlates of individual differences

psychometric research, including individual

not all details of

in intelligence so that policies regarding how

differences methodology. We hope that this

on of these con

to use such information can be discussed most

book contributes to serve this purpose.

and profound as

coherently. The future is likely to create prob

:s to address these

lems with an even higher propensity to trigger

have clear expec

fundamental conflicts. What would our advice

tt we will improve

be when it comes to problems related to screen
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